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Seven just heavenly
hockey
Ben smith

●●Stuart Brown and his passenger Josh Chamberlain in action in the Netherlands

Bert Van Der Sluis

Brown not down
after fine recovery
motorsport
Leen van der Sluis

W

ith the 2015
Grand
Prix
season heading
off in Switzerland in early
April, it was time for the
British sidecar crews to
get some dirt under their
wheels.
And Macclesfield’s sidecar cross racer Stuart
Brown and his passenger
Josh Chamberlain did just
that, overcoming a collision to take overall fifth
place.
Going to the sunny

south were, among others,
Vice-World Champions
Etienne Bax and Kaspars
Stupelis and Gert Van
Werven and Peter Beunk.
The start of the 2015
season in Holland was a
good reason for Brown
and Chamberlain and
fellow English racers Brett
Wilkinson and Steve
Kirwin and Daniel and Joe
Millard to enter for round
one at Lochem.
Brown and Chamberlain went over early to get
some extra practice time
at various tracks in Holland. They were disap-

pointed to find the Dutch
tracks in the same condition as home – dirty, wet
and closed.
It was far-from ideal
preparation for race one
of the 2015 season.
Still the British champions and World bronze
medallists rode impressively.
In heat one they opened
in sixth and although they
lost two places in the early
stages they regained two
spots to eventually finish
fourth.
Crossing the line first
were the home country’s

champions and world
championship runnersup Bax and Stupelis.
Two massive collisions
took place at jumps in
heat two, with Brown and
Chamberlain involved.
They were able to
remount and came out of
the wood in 17th but rode
brilliantly to climb to
sixth.
During the final stage
Brown and Chamberlainmade up one more place
to eventually finish in fifth,
which can be considered
a promising achievement.
The pair’s next outing

sees them cross the Channel to participate in round
two of the championship.
Stuart said: “It is costly
but necessary to invest
early in the season to ride
races at mainland Europe.
“The first British championship in Frome is at
the end of April. Before
that we have three Grand
Prix races in Switzerland,
France and Spain.
“We had an excellent
season last year leading to
our best result of third in
the world. To get any
higher will be very challenging.”

Matthew Nottingham
admits to a case of mixed
emotions after bowing
out of the YONEX All
England Open
Badminton
Championships in
Birmingham.
Nottingham and men’s
doubles partner Harley
Towler fought valiantly
but went down 21-11,
21-18 to Chinese duo Fu
Haifeng and Zhang Nan in
round one of the main
draw at the Barclaycard
Arena.
Fu and Zhang both
picked up gold medals at

London 2012, meaning
Nottingham and Towler
were always going to be
heavy underdogs going
into the contest.
And while he was
pleased to run their
illustrious Chinese
opponents close,

that this is the best
tournament we get to
play,” said Nottingham.
“A lot of them would say
that maybe they’ve won
Olympic gold but they
really want to win this as
well. It’s probably the best
tournament there is bar
the Olympics and the
Worlds and the fans out
there were amazing – it
was really good.
especially in the second
“But you always hope
set, the 22-year-old from
you can go on to win a
Macclesfield concedes
tight set and we were
there was disappointment point for point with them
at not delivering a victory in that second set – we
for the considerable home were in every rally.
support.
“There were just a few
“I think most players
key points towards the
you speak to would say
end of that set that cost us

Pepper set to inspire

PARALYMPIC swimmer
Dan Pepper has been
named as one of the 13
high performance athletes
selected as ambassadors
for the national campaign
My Sport, My Voice!
Thanks to funding from
Spirit of 2012, a trust set
up to sustain the spirit
and opportunities from
London 2012, the scheme
is raising the profile of the
UK’s elite athletes with
learning disability by
the match. They’re both
providing a platform to
Olympic champions, so
we knew it was going to be showcase their sporting
achievements and inspire
tough but we wanted to
get as much court time as others to succeed.
The 13 ambassadors
we could.
have all excelled in their
“We knew that if we
chosen sport at the highplayed the right game
est level and represent
then we can compete in
each country of the UK.
the rallies with them
Pepper, 26, is a multiple
which I think we did.
World, European and
“We’ve got a pretty
British champion and is
hectic schedule at the
moment but if we play like considered one of the
that we’ll definitely go far.” world’s top S14 swimmers.
The 13-strong group will
Tickets for the YONEX
be delivering workshops
All England 2015 at the
stunning new Barclaycard in their regions and counArena in Birmingham are tries while representing
the programme in the
available on the door or
media to educate and
online at
allenglandbadminton.com enlighten the sporting

Matt’s pride in defeat to Olympic champions
badminton
luke baker

Macclesfield’s men
signed off their home fixtures on a real high, with a
7-3 win over Bolton.
A 2-2 draw earlier in the
season with Bolton had
lined up a good clash.
Early on neither side
really took control of the
game but as the half wore
on Macc began to settle
and flowing play and
interlink throughout the
pitch allowed the ball to
be worked swiftly towards
the Bolton goal.
Gaps began to show in
the Bolton defence and
after Smith opened the
scoring, latching onto a
through ball and passing
it under the keeper, Lockett ghosted past the backline and flicked a second
into the back of the net.
Allmand-Smith
then
timed his run to tap in
number three from a
Skelland cross.
Bolton mustered a few
attacks and saw a goal
ruled out for an infringement.
Macc then extended
their lead through Boardman, flicking home from a
penalty corner.
Just before half time
Bolton pulled one back, to
turn around 4-1 down.
Not wanting to let up
the second half continued
at the same fast pace, Bolton’s keeper continued to
take the full brunt of the
Macc attack and kept his
team in the game well.
But with so little protection, Smith was able to
grab his second due from
a well-struck cross from

O’Connor,
which
he
deflected into the bottom
corner.
Bolton threw men
forward and with a slip in
the Macc defence and
some quick skills they
pulled two back.
But Macc stepped up
again to score two more
through determination in
the Bolton circle. Wild had
a simple tap-in and Smith
reversed past the keeper
to complete his hat-trick.
The man-of-the-match
was keeper Satin, who
stayed alert in a game that
saw his team dominate.
This week Macc round
off the campaign at bottom side Chester.
Elsewhere there were
defeats for the seconds
(3-2
at
Wilmslow
seconds), the thirds (5-3
at Alderley Edge sixth
team) and the fourth
team, who lost 4-1 to
Wilmslow’s fourths.
The ladies firsts suffered
a second 6-0 defeat to
Wrexham.
In their furthest away
fixture they were always
facing an uphill battle,
especially as a third of the
team were unavailable.
Second-placed Wrexham struck three goals in
each half to collect the
points.
For Macc Thea Losa and
Amy Pace battled well in
their first-team debuts,
ably
supported
by
player-of-the-match Vicky
Heylings and Emma
Houghton.
The seconds beat Crewe
seconds 5-3 but the thirds
lost 3-1 to Edge fourths.
Macc’s fourths drew 0-0
with Crewe thirds.

community and the wider
general public.
Tracey McCillen, chief
executive at the UK Sports
Association, said: “We are
thrilled to be able to reveal
our 13 Athlete Ambassadors. Each one has
competed in their sport at
the highest level and they
have some incredible
experiences to share, both
in and out of the sporting
arena.
“My Voice, My Sport!
provides a platform for
our Athlete Ambassadors
to share those experiences, to inspire others
and to raise the profile of
athletes with learning
disability. The athletes are
at the very centre of the
project and are looking
forward to having their
voices heard.”

